
 

Brad Blaze is a unique entertainer who 
has enthralled audiences across the 
world at corporate and special events.

* the world’s fastest painter - he makes
a portrait in under four minutes in 
unconventional ways - using spinning 
canvasses, glittecanvasses, glitter, gold and fire.

* he customises his show to paint large portraits of famous 
people but can also paint CEOs, Award Winners or logos.

* he has audience interaction - Brad challenges his audience 
to guess whom he is painting all whilst keeping the audience
engaged with comedy and showmanship. 

* Brad was awarded Entertainer of the Year (for corporate and
special events)special events) at the prestigious Australian Event Awards and
is regularly voted the ‘hottest act’ in Spice Magazine corporate
events magazine.

* He has painted live on stage world leaders, many famous 
sports stars, rock stars and Hollywood celebrities.

* Brad has personally raised over three million dollars for 
charities across the world with the sale of his artwork.

  

An entirely 

Royal Flying Doctor Service

”Brad was so much more than a normal act...high energy, 
exciting and different and Brad was hilarious as well... He’s the 

ultimate showman, wow what a night!”

High Energy - Audience Interaction - Comedy - Amazement

The world’sfastest painter
live on stage at YOUR event!



 

Why clients work with Brad Blaze
1. IMPRESS YOUR GUESTS WITH SOMETHING UNIQUE:  Speed Painting, Comedy, Audience 
Interaction.  His show will be the talking point of your event.

2. THE ONLY ENTERTAINMENT THAT PRODUCES SOMETHING POST EVENT: Huge paintings of 
Brad’s hang in corporate offices and have raised over $3 million dollars for charities. 

3. CUSTOMISING A SHOW TO FIT THE PURPOSE OF THE EVENT: The ideal way to announce an
award winneaward winner,  launch a product, reveal a new logo, Brad customises his shows for the occasion.
 
 

Lets say for example you want to announce an award 
winner.  Brad can speed paint the person using clear glue.  
He then steps back and showers the canvas with gold glitter
which sticks to the glue revealing the image of the person. 
 
Similarly with fire - he can prepaint a logo onto the canvas 
before the show and cover it with fire paper.  He ignites the before the show and cover it with fire paper.  He ignites the 
paper during the performance which becomes a fireball on 
the canvas and disintegrates revealing the logo painted 
underneath.

FIRE REVEALS
are great to reveal famous
faces, company logos and
slogans.

What are reveals?  Here are two examples.

Brad has painted:

the uniqueness
of your event!

ENTERTAINMENT “The entertainment that incorporates the unique aspects of 
your business or event theme will be more memorable.”

• CEO’s
• Award Winners
• VIPs and Celebrity Guests
• Company Logos
• Product Items
• Cityscapes

Thought Leaders: Einstein, Steve Jobs,
Confucious, Nelson Mandela, Lee Kuan Yew, 
Gandhi, Elon Musk.

Music Stars: Freddie Mercury, Frank Sinatra, 
Elvis Presley, Michael Jackson, Pavarotti, 
Jimi Hendrix, Prince, Gene Simmons, Bono, 
Pink, John Lennon, Elton John etc.Pink, John Lennon, Elton John etc.

Movie Stars: Marilyn Munroe, Audrey
Hepburn, Bruce Lee.

Sports Stars:  Muhammad Ali, Sir Don 
Bradman, Diego Maradona, Kobe Bryant.

Miscellaneous: Mona Lisa, Jackie Chan.

Brad generally paints three
paintings in a 20-25 minute show. 

These paintings include reveals 
of upside down painting, fire and 
glitter.

customised shows

that incorporates

GLITTER REVEALS
are the perfect way to reveal

award winners or VIPs. 


